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Speed-/standstill monitoring relay DRIW-E16 230VAC
22.5

Metz
DRIW-E16 230VAC 22.5
1101500522
4250184120292 EAN/GTIN

60,56 USD excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 4-5 days* (USA)

Speed monitor DRIW-E16 230VAC 22.5 Design of the electrical connection screw connection, rated control supply voltage Us at AC 50 Hz 230 ... 230V, type of voltage for
actuation AC, evaluation of the inputs single-channel, speed monitoring function, standstill monitoring function, operating frequency 2 ... 70Hz, number of outputs , safety-
related, instantaneous, contact-based 0, number of outputs, safety-related, delayed, contact-based 0, number of outputs, safety-related, instantaneous, semiconductor 0,
number of outputs, safety-related, delayed, semiconductor 0, number of outputs, signaling function, instantaneous, contact-based 2, number of outputs, signaling function,
delayed, contact-based 0, number of outputs, signaling function, undelayed, semiconductor 0, number of outputs, signaling function, delayed, semiconductor 0, SIL according
to IEC 61508 without, width 22.5mm, height 60mm, depth 60mm, The speed and V-belt monitor is used to monitor rotary movements g (underspeeds) on motor or belt driven
shafts. Inductive proximity switches are used to record the speed. The impulse generation at the sensor occurs without contact by means of switching cams, gear wheels,
segment discs, metallic signal flags or similar. When the operating voltage is applied, the relay picks up. The monitoring function is started via the power contactor of the drive
at terminals E1 and E2 after the start-up delay has elapsed. If the drive falls below the switch-off speed, the relay drops out. The error message of the speed and V-belt monitor
is reset by resetting or switching off the operating voltage.
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